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Here you can find the menu of Shahbaaz in Bury. At the moment, there are 15 dishes and drinks on the menu.
You can inquire about changing offers via phone. What User likes about Shahbaaz:

beautiful Indian restaurant, small and welcoming. eating is from a very good standard and they have not often
found some dishes in other restaurants. the place is beautiful and clean and they have a selection of restaurants
ithe the original part of the building or in the new winter garden. the employees are attentive without being over

baring. eating is excellent as the service. we dined as a large group (22) and al... read more. The place also
offers the possibility to sit outside and have something in pleasant weather, And into the accessible rooms also

come visitors with wheelchairs or physical disabilities. What 146DDL doesn't like about Shahbaaz:
Staff are so regimented non smiley in this place! You basically get barked at by the waiters with no personality at
all. People were being given the wrong takeaways and people had missing meals sat in the restaurant. This was
early on also. At least 2 of the meals were barely Luke warm as if they had been waiting for a while and the garlic

naan arrived when 2 of us had finished ! Took ages to get the bill and it was... read more. Shahbaaz The
accomplished Asian fusion cuisine will thrill you, the perfect balance of familiar flavors and exciting new creations

will amaze!, One also prepares meals finely and freshly with traditional Indian spices. The preparation of the
menus is done authentically Asian, there are also fine vegetarian menus on the menu.
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Sid� dishe�
MANGO CHUTNEY

Pakor� - Vorspeise�
PAKORA

�tr� S�ße�
CHUTNEY

Indischer Rei�
MUSHROOM RICE

�es� t�e� of dishe� ar�
bein� serve�
LAMB

FISH

Ingredient� Use�
CHICKEN

GARLIC

MANGO

India�
CHICKEN CURRY

VINDALOO

NAAN

CHICKEN TIKKA

BIRYANI

GARLIC NAAN
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